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RESULTS OF TESTS ON THE STALK
AND GRAIN CRUSHER OF A SMALL FODDER SHOP

Abstract. It is known that in Kazakhstan, 70 ... 80 percent of peasant farms have no more than 100 head of
cattle and 500 head of sheep. To fatten these farms and to prepare a complete ration with combined feed in dairy
farms, a distributor-mixer with a box with a capacity of 3 ... 5 m³ is needed.

Since the equipment of these distributor-mixer machines with stalk and grain crushers ensures that it chops
fodder itself and loads them onto a hay rye and grain warehouse of a mobile fodder shop, in the process of preparing
a full ration of a combined feed, the number of operations will be reduced by 1.67 times, and the operating costs of
the unit will be reduced by 1.5 times. In addition, if the stalk fodder is crushed by zootechnical requirements, i.e.
30 to 50 mm, then the uniformity of the mixing process increases. Here you can mix with the addition of nutrient
feed in the preparation of the combined feed, that is, the use of a mobile fodder shop in the household allows you to
carry out the process of preparing a combined feed using new and inexpensive technologies, i.e. the use of a mobile
fodder shop equipped with special crushers is a technological innovation.

At present, the “Scientific Production Center of Agricultural Engineering” on small farms is developing a mobile
fodder shop for the preparation and distribution of compound feeds with a capacity of 5.0 m³, equipped with
crushers for stalk and croup. In addition, in order to simplify the drive to the crusher and to make the design simple,
the crusher of the stalk and grain are equipped with one bucket, that is, this is a technical novelty of the mobile
fodder shop.

Stalk and grain crushers of mobile fodder shops were made and tested. During the tests, the productivity of the
stalk chopper is 2.5 ... 3.0 t/h, the power consumption is 6.2 ... 7.0 kW, and the productivity of the grain crusher is
750 - 900 kg/h, and it was found that the power consumption in the performance range will be between
5.1 ... 7.2 kW. It was proved that the size of the crushed stalk and grain meets zootechnical requirements.

Key words: mobile fodder shop, stalk crusher, grain crusher, distributor-mixer, productivity of crushers, quality of crushed fodder.

Introduction. Currently, in Kazakhstan, 90% of cattle and 95% of sheep belong to the individual
farm and the peasant farm. 70 ... 80 percent of peasant farms have no more than 50 ... 100 head of cattle
and 500 head of sheep, which means that our farms are small and have fewer opportunities. That is why
our farms should be equipped with appropriate universal equipment.

It is known that the development of the processes of preparation, preparation and distribution full
rationale of food is associated with the development of new machines and mechanisms.

In livestock farms of leading foreign countries special distributor-mixer machines are used for mixing and
distributing the complete ration of the combined feed. The leading manufacturers of these machines
abroad are companies from Italy, Germany and France. For example, the Italian company AGM manufact-
ures a distributor-mixer with a box with a capacity from 4.0 to 20.0 m³ [1].

In the factories of Russia and the Republic of Belarus, the manufacture of machines with a box with a
capacity of 6.0 ... 12.0 m³ was released [2....7].
The problem of feed preparation was also a serious problem in the studies of foreign scientists. Their research examines the preparation of silage, the preparation of a combined feed, nutrient feed and premixes [8...13].

To optimize the parameters of the distributor-mixer, scientists are engaged in theoretical and practical research [14...16].

In addition, it was determined that when feeding livestock with a full ration of a combined feed, livestock productivity will increase by 9.0 ... 30.0%, and the feed consumption that is spent on getting 1 centner of milk will decrease by 7.0 ... 8.0% [17].

Distributor-mixer machines in foreign countries are very expensive (16000 ... 61000 euros), and the distributor-mixer of the Republic of Belarus with a box volume of 6.0 m3, which itself has a price of more than 6.0 million.

Since our farms have about 100 head of cattle, the volume of the combined feed that is made per day is 3.0 tons, that is, this is the norm of one-day feed, which is distributed separately 3 times or 2 times. Here, the amount of combined feed of which is distributed once, in the case of distribution 3 times is 1 ton, and when 2 times it is 1.5 tons.

Since the density of the combined feed, which consists of crushed grass, silage and nutrient feed is about 340 kg/m³ [18], for our farms the volume of the distributor-mixer box should be from 3.0 to 5.0 m³.

At the same time, we offer technological innovations for the preparation and distribution of complete feed rations in farms, that is, equipping these small distributors-mixers with special crushers for grass and grain, which are obtained from the power take-off shaft of a driving tractor mounted on its frame. In this case, the distributor-mixer turns into a mobile fodder shop for preparing food for livestock.

The augers of many distributors-mixers are equipped with a knife, which provides their approximate grinding of stalk feed. However, grinding grass with a mixer’s auger does not meet zootechnical requirements. Here the average length of the crushed stalk is 100...150 mm. If the grass is crushed to 30-50 mm in length in accordance with the zootechnical requirements, and the longest sections do not exceed 100 mm, then it is determined that when feeding cattle, its daily weight adds up to 35% [19].

In addition, mixing the grass in a mixer with a diameter of 30 to 50 mm allows the mixing process to go through high uniformity, that is, it gives the opportunity to add nutritious feed to the mixer and not require special crushers and feed aggregates for the farms, i.e., it turned out that the distributors-mixers with crushers are beneficial to farms.

Organizing large quantities of dairy and livestock farms in such small farms, the manufacture and introduction of universal equipment for the production of complete combined feed, is the main focus of the problem of livestock development and ensuring food security of the population.

**Methods of research.** The productivity and crushing capacity of crushers during the test was determined by agricultural machinery testing and one-factor experimental researches [20].

**The results of research and their examination.** On the farms a mobile small fodder shop is being developed at the Scientific Production Center of Agroengineering for the production of complete rations of combined feed (grass, silage and fodder) for livestock.

This fodder shop consists of a distributor-mixer with a volume of 5 m³ and stalk and grain crushers installed on the same shaft. When using a foreign distributor-mixer of which is released at this time, stalk and grain are ground and delivered to the finished fodder shop, and feeding operations are performed. And the mobile fodder shop, equipped with our special crushers, goes to the place where grass accumulates, where the grass will be chopped and immediately loaded into the fodder shop box, and here the chopping of the feed is carried out by the grinder, and the it can be loaded by the crusher’s deflector.

Thus, using such a mobile fodder shop, the number of operations will be reduced by 1.67 times, and the unit operating costs for the preparation of the combined feed will be reduced by 1.5 times, that is, the technological novelty of using a mobile fodder shop, the introduction of the latest experimental model of such a mobile shop is carried out as part of the project of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. AR 05131525 “reasonably make the newest experimental technology model for production and distribution feed for small farms and small mobile fodder shops” for 2018-2019.

At present, a distributor-mixer of a small fodder shop has been developed and its basic parameters are optimized [22].
To equip the mobile fodder shop with a feed crusher, the option of chopping the feed with the universal grinder DU-11 was chosen, and to simplify the drive for the crushers and the simplicity of their design, a special grinder was installed at the end of the feed crusher shaft, that is, this is a technical novelty of the mobile fodder shop (figure 1).

First of all, it was planned to make stalk and grain crushers for mobile small fodder shops, and test them.

Figure 1 – Constructive-technological scheme of the stalk and grain crushers installed on a single shaft:
1 – stalk feed box, 2 – stalk chopping rotor, 3 – crusher shaft, 4 – row of fenders, 5 – grain chopping rotor, 6 – grain feed box, 7 – auger for ejection of chopped feed.

During the test to measure the crusher's performance and its energy efficiency, the rotor of the crusher was put into operation by an electric motor with a power of 7.5 kW, and a belt conveyor was used in the stalk crusher for a specific performance (figure 2).

The productivity of grass delivery to the crusher in the experimental period was regulated by applying a known mass of grass to each meter of the distributor-mixer.

In fact, pressed grass is delivered to the crusher. Here, after receiving a string of grass from a tiny pressed grass, it is divided into parts that have a mass of from 2.0 to 2.5 kg. When these parts are delivered to the crusher, they are ground in about 3 seconds, i.e. the productivity of the crusher at this time is 2.5...3.0 t/h.
Based on the situation when the crusher operates with a productivity of 2.5 ... 3.0 t/h, it was determined that its power consumption will be 6.2 ... 7.0 kW, that is, during the test it was fully proved that crusher with such productivity works evenly and without problems.

During the test, the mass of grass with 17% humidity, with different content was crushed. For grinding grass in accordance with the zootechnical requirements, four rows of fenders were installed in the crushing chamber, i.e. the fenders in the first and second rows were set in 50 mm steps, and in 3 and 4 rows - 25 mm.

As a result of this set of fenders, chopped grass with a length of up to 30 mm was 87.22%, and chopped grass with a length of 50 mm was 93.98%, that is, larger than 50 mm with a length of 6.02%.

Zootechnical requirements for chopping stalk feed should be chopped with a length of 20...30 mm for sheep, and with a length of 30...50 mm for cattle, and the weight of grass crushed with such a length should not be less than 80% and cuts with a length of more than 50 mm should not exceed 10% [18].

It was determined that the quality of the mass fraction of ground grass by size meets the zootechnical requirements in the crusher.

Since the rotor in this grinding machine is installed at the end of the rotor for crushing the stalk feed, a box for feeding grain into the crushing chamber is installed on the chamber lid and is fed through the center of the crushing chamber.

The performance measure was changed by adjusting the measures of the feed holes in the crushing chamber using a special cover.

During the test, it was established that the productivity of the crusher with stationary power consumption in normal conditions is 750...900 kg/h, and during the work with this productivity, the power is 5.1...7.2 kW.

For grain crushing in the crushing chamber there is a strainer with holes with a diameter of 6 mm. It was determined that 85% of the crushed barley with a size of 1.0...2.6 mm; average diameter of 1.4 mm, unground grain - 0.4%.

According to zootechnical requirements, the size of crushing grain for sheep should be 1.0...1.6 mm, and for cattle - from 1.8 to 2.6 mm [18].

The size of unground grain should not exceed 0.5%. At the same time, the quality of the feed grinder and the crushing of grain feed meets the technical requirements for cattle and sheep.

In the case of housekeeping, you can adjust the size of the crushed grain in the crushing chamber using a strainer with 4.5, 6 mm holes, which means that the machine has the ability to adjust the total weight of grain supply depending on the type of livestock.

Conclusion. 1. Since 70...80 percent of the head of cattle and 500 head of sheep in our country have no more than 100, for these farms the “Scientific Production Center of Agroengineering” develops a mobile fodder shop equipped with stalk and grain crushers with bunker with a capacity of 5.0 m³, which is intended for the distribution of the combined feed on farms.

Since this fodder shop itself goes on a hay bale and to a grain feed warehouse, and ensures that the feed is loaded into the box, shredding it, it was found that the number of operations on the preparation of the combined feed decreased by 1.67 times, and the operating expenses decreased by 1.5 times compared to distributors-mixers, not equipped with former crushers, i.e. the use of such a fodder shop is a technological innovation.

At the same time, the chopper was installed in such a way as to facilitate the drive to the chopper and simplify its design.

2. Stalk and grain crushers of mobile fodder shops were made and tested. During the tests, the productivity of the stalk chopper is 2.5...3.0 t/h, the power consumption is 6.2...7.0 kW, and it was proved that the quality of the crushed stalk and grain meets zootechnical requirements.

3. The productivity of the grain crusher is 750-900 kg/h, and it was found that the power consumption in the performance range will be between 5.1...7.2 kW, and it was proved that the size of the crushed stalk and grain meets zootechnical requirements.
Т. Әбілжанұлы, Д. Т. Абілжанов, Т. А. Смагулов, Д. Н. Оразахын

«Агроинженерия ғылымы-өндірістік орталығы» ЖШС, Алматы, Қазақстан

ШАҒЫН АЗЫҚ ЦЕХІҢНІҢ ҰСАҚТАҒЫШТАРЫНА ЖҮРГІЗІЛГЕН СЫНАҚ НӘТИЖЕЛЕРІ

Аннотация. Казахстанда шаруа қожалықтарының 70…80 пайызында ірі қараның саны 100 бастан, ал қойдың саны 500 бастан аспайтыны белгілі. Осындай қожалықтардың  бордақылау және сүт фермаларында толық рационды араласазық дайындау үшін қорабының көлемі 3…5 м³ болатын араластырғыш-таратқыш керек.

Бұл араластырғыш-таратқыштарды сабақты және дәнді азық ұсақтағы штарымен жабдықтау ұсынылатын араластырғыш қарапайды, яғын 30…50 мм-лі ұзындықпен ұсақталған болса, ол құнарлы құрамаз (комбикорм) қосып араластыруға болады. Шаруашылықта жылжымалы азық цехін пайдалану араласазық дайындау процессін жаңа және шығыны аз технологиямен іске асыруға мүмкіншілік береді, яғны арналған азық ұсақтағыштары араласазық дайындау үшін специалдық технологиялық жаңалық.

Қазіргі уақытта «Агроинженерия ғылымы-өндірістік орталығында» шағын шаруашылықтарға қорабының көлемі 5,0 м³ болатын, сабақты және дәнді азық ұсақтағыштары мен жабдықталған араласазық дайындауға және таратуға арналған жылжымалы азық цехі жасалу үстінде. Сонымен қатар ұсақтағыштарға қорабының құрама сынап алып жатқан құмағының өнімділігі 2,5…3,0 т/сағ., прроцесске жұмсалатын қуат 6,2…7,0 кВт, ал дәнді азық ұсақтағыштың өнімділігі 750…900 кг/сағ., осы өнімділікпен жұмыс істегенде жұмсалатын қуат шамасы 5,1…7,2 кВт аралығында болатыны, анықталды. Ұсақталған сабақты және дәнді азықтың ірілігі зотехникалық талапқа сай екені дәлелденді.

Түйін сөздер: жылжымалы азық цехі, сабақты азық ұсақтағышы, дәнді азық ұсақтағышы, араластырғыш-таратқыш, ұсақтағыштар өнімділігі, ұсақталған азық сапасы.
Ключевые слова: передвижной кормоцех, измельчитель грубых кормов, измельчитель зерновых кормов, раздатчик-смеситель кормов, производительность измельчителей кормов, качество измельченных кормов.
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